of...").
On one hand, stochastic models are a criterion of subtraction for the identification of effects produced by conventional causes; on the other hand, they contain a potential seed for a radical interpretation of the history of life. Our faith in determinism is more a prejudice of thought than a documented truth. What if little or nothing is left after we perform the subtraction? Could there be a timeless generality behind the apparent uniqueness of events in the fossil record? Allometric studies often leave nothing after the subtraction of size. Irish elks did not have unusually large antlers; they had antlers just the "right" size for deer of their body size (Gould 1974 Schopf et al. 1975 ). We have proceeded via simulation by computer. Our basic model generates an evolutionary tree in the following way: We begin with a single lineage and allow it (and any descendants) three options at each successive slice of time: it may persist unchanged, branch to produce two lineages, or become extinct. We equate the probabilities of branching and extinction and use a random number generator to specify the fate of each lineage at each time.
Actually, we begin with higher probabilities for branching than extinction; when diversity reaches a predetermined "equilibrium"--this happens very early in the simulation-we equate branching and extinction. If standing diversity strays too far from this equilibrium, we damp the system back towards it by raising the probability of extinction if diversity gets too high or augmenting the chance of origination if it falls too low. We call this the "damped-equilibrium" model. We also use a "freely floating" model with no equilibrium diversity, no preequilibrium phase at the beginning, and no damping. These runs often abort and occasionally explode, but their patterns are not much different from the damped-equilibrium runs (see Gould et al. 1977) .
The result of this simulation is an evolutionary tree, often copiously branched. We proceed, as a paleontologist would, to taxonomize the tree into a series of larger monophyletic branches, or "clades." (In the absence of morphology, we use monophyly and minimum size as criteria for the identification of clades. We have also worked with stochastic simulations of morphology [Raup and Gould 1974] .) Finally, we follow conventional practice and depict the clades as a series of "spindle diagrams," portraying the history of fluctuations in abundance for each clade through time. As an initial gestalt, these random clades look strikingly like real ones (Fig. 1) .
To venture beyond this visual impression, we developed a set of "clade statistics" for comparing real with random clades (Fig. 2) . We tried to measure the various properties used by paleontologists to assert causal order: * Measures of size: DUR (duration, or time of existence), MAX DIV (maximum diversity, or greatest number of simultaneous lineages), and SIZE (a combined measure of persistence and diversityeach lineage contributes a unit to SIZE for each interval of time during which it lives). Causal assertions of superiority or inferiority are often based upon differences in relative size of clades. This is the dominant pattern among real clades at these high taxonomic levels (orders within classes for all of life loads most strongly on this axis). But we do not know whether it is an artifact of preservation (more fossils from more abundant and less altered rocks as we approach modern times) or a reflection of truly increasing diversity through time (see Raup 1972 Since orders range longer than families, points for genera within families tend to load higher than points for families within orders (Fig. 4) . But this effect of taxonomic level does not exhaust the interest of this axis. Table 1 
COMPARISON OF REAL AND RANDOM CLADES
Intrigued as we are by the use of this method for sorting out differences among real clades, we are more impressed by its promise for assessing the potentially random component of real patterns. Here we compare the clade statistics of these real clades with average values for random clades generated over the entire reasonable range of probabilities for branching and extinction in our model. We have been struck throughout our work by the similarity in pattern between real and random. Little about the geometry of size and shape in real clades requires an explanation in conventional causal terms. To this strong statement, however, I quickly add two disclaimers: First, consistency with random generation does not prove the acausal status of a pattern, for conventional causes may yield the same result. It does demonstrate, however, that the assertion of cause cannot be based upon the apparent orderliness of geometric pattern alone, though paleontologists have usually done just this. Second, we consider here only the sizes and shapes of clades, not their relative position in geological time.
Thus, we do not consider such striking events as mass extinction, unless simultaneous disappearance is reflected in unusual shapes or sizes of the dying clades. Thus, the random model suggests that patterns in UNI should reflect probabilities of branching and extinction. Real clades confirm this in a study of differences among taxonomic levels. As we move to the generation of higher taxonomic levels, probabilities should drop and UNI should rise. 
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